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Read the words. Choose the 
words on our topic 

 [æ]            [ei]                 [u:]              [ə]                [ð]               [ie]
  
   flat            favourite       room       modern           the             near
   have         place             book    comfortable     weather       hear
   balcony    make            good        mirror            there
   cat            bake                                 sofa           
   black 
    at 

                          [^]               [εə]             [i-i:]           [ai]      

                         bunk          armchair       big          fireplace
                         bathroom   chair            little         white
                         hair            picture          light 
                                            fridge        
                                            living
                                            sitting
                                          between
                                            clean



Crossword: write down the words



Distribute all the words according to the names 
of the rooms.

A chair, a sofa, a bed, an armchair, a stove, a TV 
set, a carpet, flowers, a bookshelf, curtains, a table, 
a window, a chair, a video, a stereo, a desk, a 
computer, a wardrobe, a wall unit, a refrigerator, a 
piano, a mirror, a microwave oven, a balcony, a 
kettle, a plate, a cup, a spoon, a saucepan, a pan, 
a telephone, a shelf.

Living-room Kitchen Bedroom Dining-ro
om

Hall



Guess
The room is small. There is a bed, a mirror and a 
table there. We sleep there. 

It’s a living-room

In this room there is a desk, a chair and an armchair, 
a sofa, a TV set and a carpet.

It’s a dining-room

In this room there is a desk, bookshelves, a computer. 
You can do your homework or play there.

It’s a bathroom

This room is large. In the middle of the room there is 
a big table. There are some chairs near the table. 
On the table there are cups, plates and spoons.

It’s a bedroom

In this room you may wash your hands and face, 
clean your teeth.

It’s a hall

There is a refrigerator, a stove and a cupboard in 
this room. We usually cook there.

It’s a children’s 
room

This is not a room. There is no table there. There is a 
telephone and a chair. There is a mirror on the wall.

It’s a kitchen



Answer my questions
•Do you wash dishes?
•Do you do the washing?
•Do you cook?
•Do you do ironing?
•Do you go shopping?
•Do you sweep the floor?
•Do you tidy up your room?
•Do you clean the house?

✔ Of course, I do.
✔ No, my mother 

does it.
✔ Sometimes I do.
✔ Certainly.
✔ Yes, I do.



Choose:
❖ There is / are five rooms in my house.
❖ There are / is a fridge in the kitchen.
❖ There is / are a lamp  at the wardrobe.
❖Are / is there a bathroom in my house?
❖ There is  not / are not two bedrooms in our flat.
❖ There is not / are not a TV- set in the kid’s room.



Make up sentences:
1. A carpet, red, is there, room, in the, 

sitting.
2. Are, two, there, armchairs, the living 

room, in.
3. A fireplace, three chairs, are, in the, 

there, and, sitting room. 
4. One, is, vase, desk, the, on, there?
5. There, table, is, in, the kitchen, not.          
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